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Building Community Knowledge In Online Competitions:
Motivation, Practices and Challenges
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Knowledge building is a prevalent feature in open online systems, but it is challenging to motivate participants
to contribute and to maintain quality in the participants’ contributions. Open online competitions, where
participants compete for prizes with knowledge artifacts, offer a potential design model for online systems
to incentivize community knowledge building activities. However, while there is evidence that participants
contribute to public knowledge and share it during competitions, it remains unclear how and why they do so.
In this study, through interviews with 14 participants in Kaggle Competitions, we investigate participants’
motivation, practices, and challenges when contributing to community knowledge under a competitive
structure. We find that competitive mechanisms impact expert and beginner participants very differently in
their public knowledge building behaviors. Experts contribute to shared knowledge in order to compete for
reputation, while they tend to form their own niches and only share knowledge artifacts that are abstract
and not usable by less experienced participants. Beginners are often driven away from contributing to shared
knowledge because of their vulnerable social image. We leverage Scardamalia’s framework for Knowledge
Building Communities to discuss the different challenges and opportunities that competitive design brings
to expert and beginner participants. We offer design implications for effectively implementing competitive
mechanisms that could benefit both expert and beginner participants in future knowledge building systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, it is becoming increasingly common for people to build community knowledge with
each other in open online systems [47] such as social Q&A [49], open source projects [50] and
online creative communities [52]. In these systems, participants collectively advance knowledge
that is publicly accessible to the community through distributed contributions, including sharing
the artifacts they have created, exchanging feedback, initiating discussions, etc. Such activities
are crucial to both the quantity and quality of user generated content, promoting self-regulated
learning among members [20, 23, 25] and growth of the community [32]. Yet, as demonstrated
in multiple CSCW and HCI studies, maintaining sustainable, high quality contribution among
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community members is challenging [4, 32, 45] due to a variety of reasons such as lack of motivation
[45] and social barriers [21, 40].

To address such challenges, a specialized type of knowledge building system — online open inno-
vation contests — has recently emerged. Such contests are designed and conducted by organizations
to broadcast difficult challenges to a large crowd and to leverage the collective intelligence of many
people to generate new ideas and innovations. These contests have proven to be an effective model
for collecting innovative knowledge artifacts [15, 27] such as computer programs [3, 33, 44], designs
[29, 53] and data science models [48]. Competitive mechanisms, including tangible rewards (e.g.,
monetary prizes) granted to the best solutions and gamified reputation systems (e.g., contributor
rankings and achievement medals), are common features in these contests. Most interestingly, in
addition to knowledge artifacts submitted by individual participants to the contests, researchers
have observed lasting public knowledge building activities in such competitive communities, in-
cluding public sharing of in-progress solutions [48] and open discussions around ideas [29]. These
public sharing behaviors seem counterintuitive as they may lower individual competitors’ chances
of winning, yet they are surprisingly common in these competitive systems.
Therefore, we see open innovation contests as a potential new design model for increasing

contribution and community knowledge building in online systems. In particular, we contend that
system developers who seek to borrow the design of contests for use in their knowledge building
systems should have a deeper understanding of the behaviors that such contests encourage and
support. While previous research effort has recognized and described public knowledge building
behaviors in online contests, few have investigated why competitors contribute to public knowledge
when such contributions may harm their own success. Even less is known about how competitive
mechanisms affect knowledge building behaviors among different levels of participants. Our study
therefore is guided by the following exploratory research question:

How and why do participants with different levels of domain experience contribute to and consume
shared knowledge in online competitions?

To answer this question, we conducted in-depth interviewswith 14 users of Kaggle Competitions,1
the world’s largest data science open contest platform, wherein participants compete for best
solutions and also build knowledge through public code sharing (Notebooks) and engaging in public
discussions [48]. In our extended, semi-structured interviews, we asked about users’ motivations
and experiences related to activities such as sharing and using directly executable notebooks,
contributing questions and ideas to discussions, and finding teammates to collaborate with. We
found that participants at the two extreme ends of data science experience, namely, the experts
and the beginners, have been very differently impacted by the competitive mechanisms in their
engagement in building and using public knowledge. Interestingly, while Kaggle Competitions has
been viewed as a successful and open platform for data science enthusiasts to showcase ideas and
learn from each other, we found that such opportunities are not equally accessible to experts and
beginners. While competitive mechanisms motivate experts to share knowledge, they also lead them
to form niches and share solutions that are not readily understood by beginners, thereby impeding
beginners’ contribution and learning. We conclude with a discussion that leverages the theoretical
framework of knowledge building communities [47], describing the potential opportunities and
trade-offs of introducing competitive mechanisms to open knowledge building systems. We offer
design implications for how developers might integrate competitive elements into systems designed
for a community to facilitate public contribution.

1https://www.kaggle.com/competitions
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2 RELATEDWORK
Our study builds on previous research on knowledge building communities, as well as prior studies
on gamification and online open competitions.

2.1 Knowledge Building Communities: Benefits and Challenges
Knowledge building, stemming from learning science theories, is “the creation, testing, and improve-
ment of concept artifacts” shared publicly in a community [47]. The building of shared knowledge
has been studied as a prevalent phenomenon in open online communities, such as collaborative
problem-solving in social Q&A sites [49], co-creation of artifacts or wikis in open source projects
[20, 50] and feedback exchanges in creative communities [40, 52].
Knowledge building is considered to be critically beneficial to the health and growth of online

communities, because it results in the expansion of the body of shared content, thus attracting
new individual members [32, 51]. Scardamalia et al. introduces a framework of principles that
mark successful knowledge building in a community: authenticity of problem, improvable ideas,
idea diversity, abstraction, epistemic agency, collective responsibility, democratization of knowl-
edge, symmetric advancement of knowledge, pervasive knowledge building, constructive use of
authoritative sources, knowledge-building discourse, and transformative assessment [47]. These
principles are realized in a variety of knowledge building online communities: in online communi-
ties focused on creative content generation, members add their creations to a collection shared
by the community, thus offering others potential inspiration [55] and the opportunity to build
on their work [17]. Community discussions about and feedback on such creations benefit the
creators themselves in terms of giving them encouragement [12, 20] and diverse helpful/critical
perspectives [40, 54]. Additionally, such shared artifact-focused discussions benefit the community
by interactively deepening their collective understanding of the creations [31]. Studies on social
Q&A also show that online discussions can lead to collaborative problem-solving [37, 49], which
generates new knowledge and promotes critical-thinking and innovation within the crowd [49].

However, despite these benefits, maintaining regular, widespread public contribution is challeng-
ing because of the large scale and open-ended nature of online communities. Public knowledge
building is based on community members’ willingness to publicly present their creations and
offer intellectual input to others [50]. In most online communities, contributions are mainly made
by a small group of individuals, leaving most other members as only occasional contributors or
sometimes merely “free-riders” [45]. Such low rates of contribution are a loss for the dynamic and
diverse knowledge in the community. One reason that contribution rates are low is that it is difficult
to constantly motivate participants to invest effort to build in addition to consume public goods [6].
Furthermore, contributors often have psychological barriers when considering whether to expose
themselves to the whole community [21, 40], especially when they are not that confident about
the authenticity and maturity of their contribution [30], even as such work may indeed benefit
the community. In addition, knowledge contributed to online discussions is often considered to be
low quality [1] and sometimes does not meet the community’s expectations in terms of timeliness,
investment, and substantiveness [52]. Recognizing these challenges, we thus seek new ways to
enhance knowledge building in open online systems.

2.2 Gamification and Open Innovation Contests
To encourage contributions to shared knowledge, many communities, including open innovation
contest platforms, adopt gamification mechanisms. Such mechanisms include the use of extrinsic
rewards (e.g., medals and rankings) as game elements for people to compete for in a non-gaming
context. In some open online knowledge collaboration systems these mechanisms are prevalent
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(e.g., Stackoverflow) [11, 19]. Extrinsic rewards are designed to facilitate overall engagement and
commitment [8, 13], because they address a type of social need for some community members to
increase their self-determination and self-efficacy [46]. However, studies show that such extrinsic
rewards can sometimes undermine engagement by suppressing community members’ self-interest
in the task itself [7]. In addition, rewards may result in less helping activities in the community, as
members may be concerned about negative impacts on their rankings incurred by helping others
[56].

Open innovation contests, as a special type of gamified design [42], have become an increasingly
popular model for organizations to collect innovative solutions to open-ended problems from crowds
[36]. By adopting traditional gamification features such as medals, user achievement rankings
and tangible rewards (e.g., monetary prizes), such contests introduce a competitive dimension to
the interactions, wherein only one or a small number of solutions are selected as winners. Such
features are implemented with the hope of motivating more solutions to be submitted [43]. Prior
studies show that tangible rewards are the main reason that people are drawn to participate in
such competitions [2], and that the bigger the prize, the more likely that there will be an increased
number of participants [56]. In addition, people participate because of reputation rewards in the
form of social attention from other participants, as the result of public rankings [2, 28].

While previous work has shown that crowd workers on non-competitive platforms would share
advice and work opportunities in their communities to provide support to each other [24], less is
known about how and why public knowledge would be shared on competitive platforms. While
gamification elements (e.g., leaderboards) could increase engagement, it remains ambiguous to
what extent competitive mechanisms enhance or suppress contribution to community knowledge,
especially because public contributions that benefit the community may diminish one’s chance of
winning rewards.

2.3 Community Knowledge Building in Open Innovation Contests
In open innovation contests, competitors interact with each other and jointly discuss their innova-
tions, but at the same time, try to individually contribute the best solution [10]. A handful of studies
have identified community knowledge building activities in open innovation contests. Some argue
that competition can provide participants with common ground through which they teach each
other domain knowledge related to the subject of competition, engaging those with less experience
[44]. Participants ask questions, evaluate ideas, and share experiences and information in public
discussions [29] where mutual commenting leads to more diverse solutions [5]. In competitions
that allow exchanges of in-progress work, participants are able to revise and improve their own
solutions by comparing their ideas with others’ [34]. In competitions that allow people to form
teams, participants contribute to broad discussions outside their immediate teams because they
want to learn from different competitors [10, 22]; the better a team performs, the more they would
share with the community [57]. On the other hand, competitive mechanisms may also result in
less knowledge building activities, because only the winner will be recognized in the end [38].
Participants may lose interest in learning about unselected solutions in the community and thus
place less value on participation in public discussions [14]. Research has also demonstrated that
participation in public discussions dramatically decreases after teams become stably formed [41]
and that many participants tend to freely take advantage of the ideas and artifacts shared by others
without adding their own contributions [28]. A prior study of Kaggle Competitions shows that on
average only a small portion of users share in-progress solutions in competitions, mostly when
they are in an adverse situation such as not having enough time or teammates [48].

Despite all these ongoing conversations about community knowledge building activities in open
innovation contests, little is known about the competitors’ motivations for contributing to public
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knowledge. It is unclear whether and how they balance competing and contributing, and whether
participants across experience levels work with the same motivations. We thus investigated these
open questions through in-depth interviews of active community participants. By understanding
their reasons for contributing, as well as the challenges they encounter in this process, we hope to
gain insights that may help guide the implementation of competitive designs to support shared
knowledge building.

3 EMPIRICAL SETTING: KAGGLE COMPETITIONS
In this paper we focus on Kaggle Competitions,2 an important section of Kaggle.com. Kaggle is the
world’s largest data science online community, with 128,929 registered users from 194 countries at
the time of this study. Kaggle has hosted 370 Competitions, sponsored by external organizations
and companies seeking crowd-sourced solutions to real world data science challenges. Kaggle
Competitions cover a variety of domains such as medical informatics, business intelligence, urban
planning, etc., with a focus on prediction tasks, asking participants to compete for prediction
accuracy.

We chose Kaggle Competitions as our empirical setting because, apart from its well-established
competitive mechanisms (explained in 3.1), it affords community knowledge building activities such
as public code sharing and social Q&A-based discussions. Public code sharing through Notebooks
allows participants to directly share, replicate and build on each others’ solutions [48]. It is a unique
feature in Kaggle Competitions that is not on other open contest platforms such as TopCoder3 and
OpenIdeo.4 In addition, Kaggle Competitions attract users with diverse background and experience
levels (externalized by its user ranking system, explained in 3.1.2), allowing us to investigate the
effect of competitive mechanisms on both expert and beginner participants. Finally, the diversity
of topics covered by Kaggle Competitions also enables us to generalize our findings to different
contest domains.

While in addition to Kaggle Competitions, there are many other features in the Kaggle eco-system,
including user uploaded datasets, social news feed and online courses, in this paper we focused
only on Competitions and related knowledge building features — Notebooks and Discussion.

3.1 Competitive Mechanisms
3.1.1 Prizes and Medals. At the time of this study, 307 out of 370 Kaggle Competitions offered
tangible rewards (271 with money, 22 with swag, 14 with jobs) as prizes. In each competition,
participants can submit their solutions multiple times as individuals or in self-formed teams. After
submission, participants immediately receive a score for their prediction and a rank of their solutions
among all the others in the same competition, as shown in Figure 1. In most cases, only the top
three ranked submissions are awarded prizes. Besides monetary rewards, Kaggle Competitions also
features awarded medals (gold, silver and bronze) based on performance in a given competition.
The specific rules on how a medal will be granted can be found in Kaggle documentation on its user
progression system. 5 Medals show up on a user’s profile page as an indicator of user achievement
status, and are also counted towards the global user ranking system.

3.1.2 User Ranking. All participants in Kaggle Competitions are publicly ranked according to their
cumulative performance, presented on its global leaderboard. 6 The user ranking system consists of

2https://www.kaggle.com/competitions
3https://www.topcoder.com/challenges
4https://www.openideo.com/
5https://www.kaggle.com/progression
6https://www.kaggle.com/rankings
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Fig. 1. A snapshot of a leaderboard in a completed competition. The winners and medal receivers, along
with the names of all team/individual participants, the scores of their submissions and their ranks in the
competition are displayed publicly. Only top 10 rankers are included in this snapshot.

five ranks (from the lowest to the highest): Novice, Contributor, Expert, Master and Grandmasters.
The Novices rank is granted to users when they register. A user achieves the Contributor rank when
they have their first submission to a competition. The ranks of Expert, Master and Grandmaster
are based on the number of total medals a user gained.5 Higher ranks in Competitions are more
difficult to achieve. At the time of this study, there were 5,153 out of 128,929 (top 4.0%) users that
achieved the Experts levels in Competitions, 1367 (top 1.1%) achieved Master level and only 171
achieved (top 0.13%) the Grandmaster level.

3.2 Community Knowledge Building Affordances
There are two major community knowledge building affordances in Kaggle Competitions: Note-
books for public code sharing and Discussion for social Q&A and text-based exchanges.

3.2.1 Notebooks. Notebooks7 is a feature that allows users to share and execute others’ code in
a Jupyter Notebook environment embedded in and run by Kaggle. Users are allowed to modify
7Notebooks were called "Kernels". In the middle of our study, Kaggle changed its name to "Notebooks". In this paper
we decided to call it "Notebooks" in order to stay consistent with the current configuration of the system. Some of our
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others’ shared notebooks and submit them as their own solution to a competition. At the time of
this study, there were in total 11,658 notebooks shared on Kaggle, and as shown in a previous study
[48], around 10% of users have experience sharing notebooks. We need to note that not all shared
notebooks are attached to a specific competition — some notebooks are shared with an educational
purpose about general data science methods. Due to the purpose of this study, we specifically asked
about usage of notebooks that are connected to competitions during our interviews. Similar to
Competitions, the Notebooks section also contains a gamified component in the form of medals and
has its own ranking system. Medals are awarded to a notebook based on the level of community
approval in the form of upvotes.8

3.2.2 Discussion. Competition discussions are the forums attached to specific competitions, where
signed-in users can post text-based ideas, questions and solutions as discussion topics and reply to
others’ topics. In addition to Competition discussions, there is also a general discussion forum that
is not connected to competitions. As we study community knowledge building behaviors under a
competitive structure, in this studywe refer to Discussions as those attached to specific competitions.
Users can also earn Discussion medals for their discussion topics and their contributions to someone
else’s discussion topics. Discussion medals are offered according to the “net votes," which are the
sum total of upvotes minus the sum total of downvotes to a topic or comment. Discussion has its
own ranking system as well.8

4 METHOD
4.1 Participants
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 14 users to investigate their motivation and ex-
periences when consuming and contributing to public knowledge in Kaggle Competitions. We
posted our recruitment messages and a screening survey on the general discussion forum on Kaggle,
related subreddits (e.g., r/kaggle, r/datascience) and slack channels for Kaggle users. We also sent
individual messages to users on the user ranking leaderboard and the first author’s social network.
We recruited participants who have experience in participating in at least one competition (no
matter if they successfully submitted a solution). We also purposefully sampled a pool of users
from a variety of geographical regions to make our insights more generalizable. Each participant
was compensated $10 for participating in the study.

We deliberately recruited both experienced and less experienced participants, as reflected by
their professions and ranks in Competition, Notebooks and Discussion. In our analysis, we classified
participants into two categories regarding their experience with data science: experts and beginners.
Our definition of "experts" refers to participants who are self-identified as data science professionals
AND have achieved Expert, Master or Grandmaster rank (top 4%, as explained in 3.1.2) in any of
Competition, Notebooks or Discussion. We believe the combination of a career in data science
and a top global rank is an indicator of advanced expertise in the domain. A total of 5 participants
in our study fall into the category of experts. Compared to the world’s top achievers, the other
9 participants are thus referred as "beginners." We chose this binary way to classify participants
because we hope to see how competitive mechanisms affect experts and those with less experience
in the same or different ways. We are aware that within the bracket of "beginners," there could
still be nuances in levels of experience and expertise, which we did not consider in this analysis.
We will address this point in the limitations section. After interviewing 14 participants, we were
able to reach a saturation in the insights that we heard from them. In Table 1 we present the

interview participants still referred to it as "Kernels" in the quotes presented in the following sections. We added a following
"(notebook)" to "kernels" in the quotes.
8https://www.kaggle.com/competitions
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Table 1: Characteristics of study participants. In the columns of Competition, Notebook and Discussion rank,
B2 and B7 chose to not disclose their Kaggle profile, so "NA"s are presented. In the column of Profession, "DS
professional" refers to data science professional and "NDS professional" refers to professionals who are not
working on data science related jobs. The Classification column shows the experience level defined in our
study (expert or beginner). Despite our effort to include diverse participants in our study, we were only able
to recruit one participant who are self-identified as female, while the rest all self-identified as males.

characteristics of our participants, including their gender, profession, region of residence, ranks
in Kaggle Competition, Notebook and Discussion, and classification in our analysis (expert or
beginner).

4.2 Procedure
Each interview lasted 30-60 minutes and was conducted via an online conference call. Interview
questions focused on participants’ experiences with competitions, code sharing, and discussions.
To ground the interview, we first asked participants to describe and provide the rationale behind
their participation in one competition and then to share any knowledge building around that
competition. We then asked them to reflect on their general practice and motivations more broadly
when competing and contributing and using others’ contributions on the platform.

The first author transcribed the interviews and then followed a thematic analysis procedure
[26] to identify common themes across the interviews. As the themes were developed, they were
discussed by the research team and checked for fidelity to coded samples selected from the dataset.
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5 RESULTS
5.1 Competition Incentivize Knowledge Consumption
Competitiveness is an integral part of the Kaggle experience. Our study participants, however,
acknowledged that it is very difficult to actually win prize money in Kaggle Competitions even for
experts, let alone for beginners: “even for Grandmasters, it is still very very hard to win the prize
money,” said E2, a Grandmaster level participant. As E2 explained, “the ratio of [time and effort]
investment to [prize money] gain is so low.” Although almost nobody regards the prize money as the
primary incentive for participating in Kaggle Competitions, participants, especially experienced
data scientists, still consider competing for prize money, medals and higher rankings to be an
important part of the experience. Expert participants regard the prizes as a concrete goal with
which they are trying to advance their expertise: “for some of the competitions which I have a chance
of winning, it’s about trying to get the best result.” (E5) Indirect financial benefits, such as new career
opportunities, also drive participants to strive for a high ranking:

“I worked as a consultant and most of my jobs come through Kaggle because people have seen my results in
Kaggle. And so they offered me work. So I need[ed] to maintain my ranking.” (E3)

The competitive atmosphere in the community, externalized by directly comparable scores and
publicly visible rankings, motivates participants to improve their solutions so that they will compare
favorably with others building knowledge about the challenge:

“The way you do competitions is very different from the way you do your [data scientist] job. In competitions
you will pay more attention to details, because you get a score after each submission; you get the ranks. In
your job there is not a leaderboard, and you will not be directly compar[ed] with others, and you would
think maybe you did okay, but actually you did not.” (E2)

In general, participants regard the community as a healthy competitive platform and a resource
for learning. Expert participants seek out opportunities to win, to build upon knowledge created by
others, and to advance that shared knowledge. Beginner participants learn from the contributions
of experts and enhance their own skills. In the following sections we elaborate on how experts and
beginners leverage community knowledge differently.

5.1.1 Experts Seek for Diversity among Shared Knowledge. During a competition, expert participants
tend to read through numerous different notebooks in order to explore different ideas shared by
the community. Our study participants described how notebook exploring behavior is especially
common in their initial data exploration stage when joining a competition. We found that they like
to understand the data thoroughly before diving into an analysis. They believe that building such
an understanding helps them choose more suitable methods and models. In particular, they usually
search for a variety of notebooks that contain code about data pre-processing and visualization
methods:

“I usually end up with going through the list, and opening a new tab 20 different times. And then I just work
with the kernels (notebooks) and write down all of the stuff that looks interesting and then try to incorporate
into my own script.” (E1)

Expert participants, even those who are Grandmasters in Kaggle Competitions, believe they can
learn from reading beginners’ notebooks. Because beginners have less experience with competitions,
they are less likely to be constrained by conventional ways of looking at the data: “newcomers
are not here to win; they are here to try, so they really tr[y] out new methods” (E5). Experts regard
beginners’ notebooks as creative angles for understanding data, which might be used to discover
novel approaches in future analysis. Another expert participant, E2, also shared his strategy of
taking advantage of ideas shared in the discussions:
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“In my team, I’m usually responsible for scrutinizing every relevant discussion post that I could find, even
those by beginners. Sometimes they actually post a question, but I can see the useful insights hidden in it”
(E2).

Notably, experts could benefit from community knowledge contributed by beginners. They
discover value and opportunities for innovation from beginners’ contributions — sometimes not
even realized by the beginners themselves. Therefore, beginners could be encouraged to contribute
discussion posts or notebooks, leading to the advancement of ideas in the community.

5.1.2 Beginners Feel Empowered Using Experts’ Contributions to Get Started. Beginners, on the
other hand, primarily use community knowledge generated by experts as an efficient way to enter
into a competition. Code for data analysis and machine learning tasks can be very complex, typically
including various stages and modules. Beginners take advantage of existing code so that they don’t
have to begin from scratch and then incorporate the code from those pre-existing notebooks into
their own solutions. Beginners thus feel empowered when using notebooks that are highly upvoted
and written by experts to get on-board:

“You don’t learn to build a bridge by inventing the bridge all over again. You go through the methods of
bridge building from the experts that have come before you and then eventually innovate it in your own
right.” (B3)

Starting off from experienced competitor’s notebooks can also give beginners a sense of how a
good solution performs, or in many cases, understand what accuracy looks like compared with
their own results: “primarily I use the [existing] notebooks just to know what is the average good score”
(B7). Borrowing from experts’ notebooks also helps beginners start with a relatively high rank
in the competition and recognize potential directions that could lead to improved results: “[high
performance] notebooks can help you start with a very good leaderboard score early in the competition.
So you just narrowed [the solutions] down” (B7). Therefore, beginners appreciated notebooks posted
by experts that are directly usable as complete solutions. Those solutions as good learning resources
are guiding the community towards solving the problems:

“Kaggle is a competitive platform, but more importantly in my mind, it’s an educational platform that the
few that competes on a competitive level supports the masses... Whether they win or lose, they’re going to
have a good kernel (notebook) on their hands that they can post. . . Someone has that first strong kernel,
followed by the second strong kernel, by the third strong kernel and [then] we integrate them.” (B3)

While beginners’ learning could be scaffolded by experts’ solutions, one concern is that using
limited notebooks written be a few experts may sometimes suppress creativity in the community.
Because notebooks are easy to run and use, beginners may simply take in code that apparently
generates good results without knowing how and why it works. This form of uncritical borrowing
sometimes means that no further modification or additions to notebooks with good performance
are made, as observed by an expert participant:

“There’s sort of group[s] where everybody’s copying each other. So all the notebooks are different variations
on the same idea after a while. . . I feel like it’s so easy for somebody who’s entering a competition just
to copy somebody else’s code. Not really doing anything innovative or understand[ing] what the code is
actually doing.” (E3)

From an individual’s perspective, a bias introduced by using common solutions in existing
notebooks sometimes diminishes their motivation for coming up with novel ways to approach the
challenge:

"If you’re starting [by] looking at a lot of other people, you might get biased. And if you see that everyone is
using some particular techniques, basically you stop thinking about how you can approach a problem." (B6)

As a result, innovation within the broad community can be diminished, ultimately generating
fewer learning resources. Unexpected, creative ways of exploring problems, however, are what
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competitors, including experts look for in notebooks because often they are what pushes the overall
competitive performance to a higher level.

5.2 Experts’ Contribution to Community Knowledge: Motivations and Limitations
In this section, we describe our findings on how and why expert participants in Kaggle Competitions
engage in activities around community knowledge building:

5.2.1 Experts Build Reputation through Public Sharing. We found that in some cases, experienced
data scientists contribute to notebooks and discussions for altruistic reasons. For example, E4 shared
that his major motivation to spend extra effort to write clean and organized notebooks is that he
would like beginners to benefit from his shared ideas. Nevertheless, we discovered that the major
reason experts share knowledge to the community is to boost their reputations as data scientists,
both on the platform as well as in the real world.

High reputation can potentially further lead to collaboration and network-building with experi-
enced people in the community. While it is hard to win a competition as an individual, teams formed
by experienced data scientists in general have more chances of actually winning the competition:

“Once you achieve a certain status on Kaggle, it becomes easier to win other competitions because it’s easier
to form teams with talented people when you have a reputation.” (E3)

Notably, in our interviews, we found that only expert participants had the experience of finding
online teammates from Kaggle. Beginner participants, in contrast, did not find new people to
collaborate with on the platform. The ranking system externalizes and quantifies skill level and
expertise in a way that everyone in the community can see. Consequently, high achievers find it
relatively easy to identify collaborators for teams, as their rankings serve as clear indicators of
what they offer that would be mutually beneficial in a collaborative relationship:

“When you get higher ranking in this platform, you get to interact with more highly ranked competitor[s],
that gives you more opportunities for feedback and learning. So your ranking is your name card–like if I am
ranked at top 10, I get to know the top 10 Grandmasters, versus if I were ranked at 1000th, then the top 10
people won’t bother to talk to you.” (E2)

The expert participants tend to find competitors who are at similarly high ranking, and who can
also bring in different domain knowledge and techniques, in order to achieve higher scores. In a
community of strangers from all over the world, public contributions are important ways to signal
personal characteristics such as skills and domain expertise. E3 shared his experience learning
about potential collaborators through their public contributions:

“People write a lot on the discussion forums and they sort of drop clues about what kind of a solution they
have. I just know, for example, there are people who are neural network experienced data scientists, [they
say in discussion] ‘I’m having trouble because I need more GPUs. So if they say that, then I know that they’re
using neural nets.” (E3)

Notebooks and discussion posts could help experts get attention from other experienced data
scientists who might become future collaborators. Therefore they share their contributions to
communicate their status and expertise.

In addition to on-site reputation building, contributions to the community sometimes also lead to
reputation building outside Kaggle. As Kaggle competitions are well-known as highly competitive
and contain difficult data science problems, performance and reputation in Kaggle are linked to
recognition in real life. Expert participants therefore contributed to notebooks in order to build up
their real life data science portfolio:

“I knew that I wasn’t able to win this competition, but when I just posted a kernel that I already had, I could
also improve my Google ranking. Like when people just look for my name, I might come up and they can
say, hey, this guy knows about this or that topic.” (E1)
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Since Kaggle has a sophisticated scoring and evaluation system, a solid performance record on
Kaggle is considered by some companies as an indicator of real world data science skills. Putting
thought and effort into organizing an exceptional notebook is considered by experts to be an easier
task than winning a competition, but one that offers publicly viewable skill sets can have a positive
impact on the contributor’s career development, leading to indirect financial benefits. Experts, who
are more likely to receive good scores than beginners, are thus motivated to publicly share their
notebooks.

5.2.2 Experts Primarily Share Abstract Solutions. While some experts share their solutions to
competitions in well-explained notebooks and detailed discussion posts, we discovered a pattern
from our expert participants that they tend to only share "abstract" solutions. Abstract solutions
— usually in the forms of a notebook with snippets of code stripped from a full solution, or a
text-based high-level description of methods in discussion posts — can be used to communicate
ideas but not replicatable results. One reason that experts only share partial solutions is that in
order to prevent ranking inflation that would result from many people simply running a high
scored notebook, Kaggle moderation team urges contributors to remove notebooks or discussion
posts containing highly scored full solutions posted before a competition ends: “[Kaggle] let people
use kernel (notebook) to communicate ideas, on an inspiration level, but not submittable solutions”
(E2).

Apart from being discouraged by the platform, posting full solutions publicly can also result in
complaints from the community and potentially losing reputation. E5, a Master level participant in
our interviews, recalled his experience posting detailed documentation of his highly scored solution
in a competition discussion. He received down votes and protest comments from competition
participants who had some experience themselves, as their rankings were negatively impacted by
his sharing:

“who really care[s] is the middle range [competitors], because what you do affect[s] their results... So these
are the people that don’t like people [to] reveal their secret[s].” (E5)

As a result, experts avoid sharing their solutions during a competition. Instead, in cases where
they do contribute to notebooks and the discussion, they share only snippets of code or partial
solutions described in an abstract way. Those incomplete shared ideas are viewed favorably by
highly achieved participants, as they often already know the dataset and methods very well before
they look at what is shared. Thoughtful participants can understand the problem that the abstract
solutions try to tackle and know how to leverage them:

“The snippets are better because they are focused into one topic. . . they are very important and informative.
I don’t want end-to-end solutions because it’s kind of a copy paste, which I don’t like.” (E4)

While abstract solutions might be understandable by experts, beginners may experience such
solutions differently: “for someone who did not fully invest in a competition, they probably won’t
have a deep understanding from the post.” (E2) The educational value of incomplete solutions to the
general community is therefore discounted — a point we will further discuss in section 5.3.3.

5.2.3 Experts Prioritize Competition over Contribution. While experts may not share full solutions
during a competition, what about after a competition is over when sharing full results will not
undermine the fairness of a competition? Will the advanced competitors organize their snippets
and present them in a cohesive and comprehensive way? The answer is "no" from our investigation.

Making notebooks well-explained and organized is considered time-consuming. We found expert
participants believe the scripts that they use for competitions are not clearly structured so that
they are not suitable for public consumption. For example, E3 commented on the reason that he
rarely posts his solutions as notebooks:

“I don’t share my code. Not because I think it’s a bad idea or because I’m competitive, but I’m just embarrassed
by my code. . . It’s not very clean” (E3).
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Further, some expert participants (e.g., E2), as data science professionals, write and run most
of their programs on local machines instead of on notebooks which live on the Kaggle server.
Therefore, sharing their full code as notebooks would require extra work to migrate code from their
machine to Kaggle on top of all the effort put into competitions, which is not viewed favorably by
busy professionals.

Since the cost of organizing code is high, and there are always competitions being launched in the
community, expert participants prioritize budgeting their time for diving into the next competition:

"There are a lot of competitions running concurrently. I mean I would rather spend my time in the next
competition, rather than [a] competition that is already passed.” (E5)

As abstract shared solutions are understandable by other experts and can potentially bring them
reputation, and the next competition can potentially bring them more opportunities for winning,
expert participants are not motivated to look back and assemble their partial results into a cohesive
solution once a competition is over.

5.3 Beginners’ Engagement with Community Knowledge Building: Challenges
5.3.1 Beginners Feel Vulnerable Exposing Their Newbie Status. While expert participants contribute
notebooks and discussions that are appreciated by other experts in the community, we found
that beginner participants seldom make public contributions. As achievement and experience
level are clearly quantified and externalized in the community, beginners live with a newbie’s
identity — whenever they participate in public activities, their profile will indicate that they are
less experienced. Because of this, beginners feel vulnerable when exposing their ideas, opinions or
questions to the public, worrying that more experienced members will not take their contributions
seriously:

“If I were to have a question, I don’t think I would have been comfortable posting. There’s always some
anxiety that, you know, everyone else is more experienced at this than you, and they’re gonna think my
question is stupid sort of thing. I think that was the impression that I got is that the people who were posting
and asking questions really knew what they were doing.” (B2)

Apart from sharing original knowledge and ideas, beginner participants also reported difficulty
in joining in "expert niches" and adding to their knowledge building activities. For example,
participants shared that it is hard to add to an ongoing discussion thread because discussions are
usually driven by certain exclusive groups of experienced users: “it’s more like a conversation. . . it’s
basically quite nested” (B4); “They seem to already know each other, [so] there is no point for me to cut
in” (B9). They also perceive the discussion on Kaggle to be "more formal than Stackoverflow" (B5)
and other programming or statistics help channels because Kaggle discussions include many highly
visible, established people from the community. As a result, newcomers feel hesitant to contribute
potentially superficial knowledge and indeed seldom post in general, driven away from presenting
themselves to and getting input from the community.

5.3.2 Beginners Have Trouble Gaining Visibility. For beginners who do publicly share their con-
tributions, they do so to communicate with other community members and to learn from their
advice: “when I share the notebooks, I want other people to see my code then help me improve it”
(B9). However, as the ranking system gives those high achievers more visibility in the community,
notebooks or discussion posts written by beginners seldom gain attention and support:

"We posted one or two of the good modeling step we made. Didn’t really get any attention [be]cause like
we were not that good or anything. But definitely I’d be happy if people could take a look at it and have
questions about it." (B1)

We also learned that an important criterion for participants to determine whether a notebook
is valuable is whether the author is a highly ranked competitor (B4, B5, B7 and B9). Therefore,
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beginners’ solutions rarely receive views or encouragement. As reflected by an expert participant,
it is rare to encounter shared solutions written by beginners:

“there are so many novices who write excellent notebooks. . . there are so many people who are doing it
well, but they’re not able to show up (in rankings)." (E4)

Furthermore, because high achievers’ notebooks are more visible in the community, beginners
believe that only notebooks or discussions resulting in good performance are valuable to the
community. Therefore, they feel discouraged from contributing:

“The thing with notebooks on Kaggle for you to get feedback is that everything has to be properly and
sophisticatedly written, like with headings and everything, in order for it to be run higher on the list and to
gain visibility and then people actually apply it, which I was maybe lazy enough to not do that.” (B6)

One result of the low visibility of beginners’ contributions is that it is hard for them to build
reputation in the community and thereby to find collaborators. While the ranking system is
beneficial for high achievers to showcase their skills and find teammates, it becomes a barrier for
lower rankers to find teammates on Kaggle as they cannot build up a portfolio with highly ranked
solutions:

“I just sent quite a few proposals, but people haven’t accepted. . . My profiling is not that good, so people just
stick with high ranking people” (B7).

As a result, beginners are separated from experts. Having no chance of working with experts
means having no chance to directly learn from the top minds on the platform. Therefore, it is very
difficult for someone who is new to data science with the purpose of learning to rapidly develop
their ranking in the community.

5.3.3 Beginners Face Difficulty Using Abstract Solutions. Although beginner participants in general
appreciate solutions that are publicly shared by experts, they are often confused by notebooks
that only contain partial solutions, because they do not have the technical skills and knowledge to
figure out all the dependencies and next steps independently:

“It is common that they have some very unfriendly connections between codes. You have to design the
modules yourself, and you need to add your own tool packages. . . Just sometimes, you can’t see their whole
pipeline [of code].” (B9)

Given the norm that experts mainly share notebooks that contain only a snippet of code or
partial solution, it is very difficult to understand the notebook author’s completed approach to the
problem. Most experts’ sharing thus does not help with either their problem solving or general
learning — instead, such sharing creates barriers for beginners to utilize and offer insights to the
notebooks.

Beginners’ difficulty in comprehending experts’ abstract solution may further drive them away
from participating in the community. B8 shared a story about her first time participating in a
competition: in the beginning she was motivated, so she looked upmultiple highly scored notebooks
and discussion posts, but could not get any of them to integrate with her own solution:

"some people only put a snippet, then sometimes I don’t exactly understand what they did after that; and
when I want to do the same thing, it just doesn’t work.” (B8)

This experience made her feel unconfident about her ability to solve the problem. As a result, she
dropped out from the competition without submitting a solution. While beginners need a directly
usable solution to get on-board and feel a bit of empowerment despite their already low public
status, failed attempts with abstract solutions can undermine their motivation to get involved in
the competition, let alone contribute their own ideas to the community.

6 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented our findings from 14 in-depth interviews with both experienced and
less experienced participants in Kaggle Competition. We unpacked how participants consume
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and contribute to community knowledge under a competitive system. Notably, although Kaggle
Competitions is viewed as a successful platform that leverages competitive incentives to curate a
large amount of independent submissions, our investigation indicates that the current design of
Kaggle Competitions does not equally support community knowledge building activities among
both experts and beginners. Competitive mechanisms incentivize experts to engage in public
knowledge building activities, but present challenges for novices. Experts, who leverage notebook
and discussion posts to build reputation in their own niche, tend to share abstract solutions
that are hardly usable by beginners and prioritize competing over organizing their contributions.
Beginners, on the other hand, face anxiety and difficulties in getting involved, gaining attention and
encouragement for their contributions, as well as in comprehending knowledge artifacts contributed
by experts. The challenges for beginners to contribute to public knowledge collection echo the fact
that despite Kaggle’s large user base, only 10% of users have contributed a notebook for public
usage [48].
Our findings add to the ongoing discussion about competitive design in knowledge building

systems by surfacing the different challenges and opportunities such designs introduce for expert
and beginner participants. In this section, following the framework of Knowledge Building Com-
munities [47], we analyze our findings to explore how competitive mechanisms may positively or
negatively impact knowledge building activities in an online system. We specifically focused on 4
principles identified in Scardamalia’s framework for characterizing a successful knowledge build-
ing community: symmetric knowledge advancement, democratization of knowledge, knowledge
building discourse, and idea diversity. We specifically chose to discuss these 4 principles because
we found these were the particular dimensions of knowledge building communities that could be
impacted by the dynamics between experts and beginners based on our findings. We acknowledge
that competitive mechanisms could be leveraged to motivate symmetric or mutually beneficial
knowledge advancement particularly among experts, but not among beginners or between experts
and beginners. We also surfaced resulting expert niches in the community, which could undermine
democratization of knowledge and knowledge building discourses among beginners, impacting
idea diversity in the community.

6.1 Symmetric Knowledge Advancement Among Experts
Competitive mechanisms enhance symmetric knowledge advancement among experts in the
community. Symmetric knowledge advancement refers to equalized knowledge exchange in the
community, where members both obtain knowledge from others and produce knowledge that others
can use [47]. While it is not hard to understand that experts consume knowledge added by other
experts in order to improve their performance in the competitions, our study unpacked why experts
in turn contribute to public notebooks and discussions even though such public contributions could
potentially undermine their opportunities for winning.
We found in our study that the high prize money in Kaggle Competitions, though extremely

hard to win, attracts many experts in the field (who have at least the potential to win) to invest
their effort. Only a small number of competitors can win a given competition, but that does
not seem to dissuade experts from engaging in the challenges. In general, expert participants
do not worry that their public contribution will undermine their already very small chances of
winning. Though they recognize they are unlikely to win rewards, because of the highly competitive
environment, scoring a high achievement in a well-known data science competition community is
a sign of honor. Echoing the literature on gamified design [8, 13], our findings show that experts
are motivated to earn medals and higher ranks in order to gain benefits both within the community
and beyond. High reputation in the community offers a powerful extrinsic motivation [32] to join
in the public contribution, as contribution can lead to reputation boosting [2, 28]. Our findings
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add that reputation under competitive structure leads to collaboration opportunities with other
experts, aiding experts to advance even more in the competitions. The unique benefits of reputation
introduced by competitive structure are effective incentives for experts to become both consumers
and active contributors to public knowledge, achieving symmetric knowledge advancement.

6.2 Expert Niches Driving Away Beginners
The symmetric knowledge advancement observed among experts, however, does not generalize
to the rest of the community. While we found that competitive structure incentivizes experts’
knowledge building activities, we also recognize its negative impact on beginners’ participation on
such activities. This negative impact is primarily because the competitive mechanisms result in
the formation and over-representation of expert niches in the community. Beginners are excluded
from experts’ knowledge because it is not comprehensible and usable for them. Further, in niches
of expert participation, beginners feel vulnerable about exposing themselves.

6.2.1 Undemocratized Knowledge. Democratizing knowledge is an important principle in a healthy
knowledge building community, according to Scardamalia’s framework. The democratization of
knowledge in a community requires all participants, regardless of their levels and background, to
be able to contribute and consume knowledge. Our study shows that a competitive system design,
however, prevents the equalized consumption of knowledge among beginners.

Under a competitive structure, it is easier for experts to form a niche with other experts, resulting
in the produced knowledge being consumed only by those within the niche. First, while moderators
in online competitions generally support participants and enforce competition rules [18, 39], we
found that in order to maintain fairness in the ranking system, they would also intervene in the
community’s public knowledge sharing. For instance, Kaggle moderators would prevent participants
from sharing detailed solutions — only ideational and abstract level sharing is allowed. Such abstract
information does not impact experts’ performance in the competitions, nor does it impact their
advancement in the community, since experts have the background to understand abstract solutions
and it is easier for them to find collaboration teams. However, the policy against sharing detailed
information creates challenges for beginners who come in to learn and have not developed the
skills to comprehend and leverage abstract solutions. It leaves less scaffolding for them to reverse
engineer good approaches thus undercutting their opportunity to improve their own rankings.

Second, although experts recognize the value of community learning, because of the competitive
nature of the community and the potential benefits of high achievement in a competition (financial
benefits and reputation), they tend to prioritize competing over activities that further knowledge
building. For example, because it takes extra time and effort to organize their code and solution to
make them detailed and comprehensible for the public, it is natural for experts to choose to move
forward to another competition instead. This finding is supported by literature where extrinsic
rewards can distract contributors from producing public goods, even if they would feel interested
in doing so [7].
Their contributions, consequently, are concentrated during the competitions for the purpose

of interacting with other experts. Their perceived audience are other experts like them, who do
not mind abstract or partial solutions or nested discussion conversations. As experts usually only
collaborate with experts and therefore are largely disconnected from beginners, they usually do
not fully recognize the beginners’ desires to learn from their contributions.

6.2.2 Exclusive Knowledge Building Discourse. The niches of expert knowledge further result in
patterns of expert only participation. In Scardamalia’s framework, Knowledge Building Discourse
is an important pathway to the sharing, refinement, and advancement of community knowledge.
According to this principle, participants with all backgrounds and levels should participate in
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discussion and critique that leads to knowledge advances achieved by the group. While previous
research recognizes that competitors participate in and benefit from idea and feedback exchanges
[29, 44], we took a closer look at participants of different experience levels. We found that, on the
contrary, the competitive mechanisms in Kaggle may undermine such discourse among beginners.

When experts create niches in which they share knowledge that can only be used by other experts,
beginners are excluded from effectively leveraging the information and joining the discussion and
exchanges, an essential activity for collective knowledge sharing. This disjuncture feeds back to the
community’s activities, where beginners do not see a lot of other beginners in the discussion. As the
ranking system externalizes and quantifies individual competitors’ skill levels, it is clear at a glance
who is experienced and who is a beginner. Therefore, beginners feel more pressure when they
desire to share their solutions and ideas. This echos previous literature that in professional online
communities with reputation systems, beginners feel apprehensive about contributing content
because they feel stress about being perceived as a “rookie” by the experts [40]. In a competition
community, the mechanisms of prize money, medals and public ranking exacerbate the experience
level hierarchy, leading beginners to experience more social pressure and reasons to doubt their
worthiness in the community.

Another aspect of niches populated by experts is the distortion of collaboration. As indicated in
literature, competing in teams leads to better solutions than joining a competition as individuals
[9, 57]. However, as experts form teams in their niches, beginners, who are buried in the leaderboard,
and who do not actively participate in public knowledge building activities (e.g., discussions),
become more distant from those in the expert niches. While the system provides experts with a
convenient way to identify similarly ranked potential teammates from whom they are likely to
learn new skills, beginners do not have a chance to directly collaborate and work with high ranking
contributors. This differentiated experience can result in polarization of levels in the community;
experts become more closely collaborative, while beginners struggle because they receive too little
direct feedback on their work and lack the courage to ask for it.

6.3 Impact on Idea Diversity
One potential negative impact from the expert niches to the community is less inspiration. Idea
Diversity, as stated in Scardamalia’s framework, is an important dimension of a good knowledge
building community: “idea diversity is essential to the development of knowledge advancement, just
as biodiversity is essential to the success of an ecosystem.”[47]. Echoing this principle, participants
in our interviews expressed a desire for diverse contributions. We learned that expert participants
read through a large number of notebooks, especially when first approaching a problem, because
they want to be exposed to different ideas. Notebooks from both beginners and experts, notebooks
with high scores and low scores—all can potentially be valuable to all levels of participants in
the community. Diversity, to some extent, stems from the variety of experience levels among
contributors. Beginners are experience-less, so they are not afraid to try non-traditional but in-
novative methods. Experts can build upon and revise those innovative approaches to further the
performance of their solution. However, a lack of beginners’ contributions in the community can
hinder experts’ learning, and in the end further negatively impact the advancement of shared
community knowledge. Because the experts cluster in niches, beginners are discouraged from
sharing their bold ideas. Experts thus lose out on opportunities to be inspired by beginners, which
impacts the overall knowledge advancement in the community.
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7 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
7.1 Using Competitive Mechanisms to Motivate Experts’ Contribution
We offer design implications for the developers of new online knowledge building systems. In
general, the inclusion of competitive mechanisms will motivate experienced users to contribute
to sites designed for knowledge building. For a crowd-sourcing system that lacks experienced
input, prizes that are hard to achieve can be used as incentives. Such incentives can attract more
experienced contributors, who can potentially contribute valuable knowledge, spurring more
general participation among the community. To facilitate knowledge building behaviors such as
idea sharing and feedback exchange, reputation-based incentives (e.g., rankings and medals for
sharing behaviors) can also be embedded in the design.

7.2 Encouraging Experts to Produce Beginner-Friendly Contribution
On the other hand, designers of open knowledge building systems should also recognize the
limitation of expert contributions resulting from competitive designs. As they are motivating
experienced participants to provide input, designers should also consider ways to guide them to
contribute knowledge that could benefit all levels of users in the system. As detailed sharing may
harm the fairness of a competition, future systems could find ways to motivate experts to produce
well-organized solutions after competitions are over. For example, a new reputation system could
be designed to specifically acknowledge authors whose contributions are favored by beginners.
Further, future competition designs should emphasize the completeness and understandability of
what is shared, and award such shared content with more tangible credits (e.g., monetary prizes)
even after the competition is completed.

Apart from innovating on motivators, designers could also consider including more scaffolding
mechanisms that can guide experts to generate complete and comprehensible knowledge artifacts.
For example, a feedback system could be implemented into the input interface, highlighting potions
of the knowledge artifact that needs more elaboration. Systems could also include rubrics and
examples following principles such as cognitive apprenticeship [16], prompting experts to share
accessible contributions.

7.3 Removing Barriers for Beginners’ Engagement
In addition, designers need to pay more attention to beginners when introducing competitive mech-
anisms to any knowledge building system. Our study shows that compared to experts, beginners
tend to feel apprehensive about contributing their ideas to the community, because ranking systems
can externalize their newbie status. Future system design should be able to help beginners overcome
such pressures. The design of future systems could explore new ways of presenting reputation
status, perhaps through the choice of anonymity, so that beginners share their knowledge artifacts
without the concern about their social image in the community. Also, systems could innovate on
their reputation system, allowing beginners to gain special credits that can boost their status when
contributing to community knowledge.

7.4 Increasing Beginner-Expert Interactions
Last, but not least, we also find that experienced participants and beginners are largely disconnected.
To some extent, beginners are invisible to the experts as experts have their own closed connection
networks. However, as we found, beginners use experts’ contribution as scaffolding for starting to
compete, and experts leverage beginners’ sharing as a source of novel ideas. We thus suggest that
system designers develop mechanisms to connect beginners with high status participants in the
community. For example, matching mechanisms could be embedded in the team formation process
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so that beginners will have a greater chance of working directly with experts; new reputation
systems, for instance, a "mentoring badge," could be established to motivate experts to team up with
beginners and invest extra effort in guiding them. At the same time, designers could also design for
collaborative activities within teams formed by both beginners and experts, building on models of
legitimate peripheral participation and situated learning [35]. The teamwork should be designed so
that the beginners can participate in experts’ problem solving in a way that empowers them with
some tasks that they are competent with, but also will not distract from experts’ work.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
While we believe that our study contributes several empirical insights about knowledge building
communities and competitive designs, we admit that our study could be extended in a few ways.
In this paper, we mainly discussed how competitive mechanisms might impact two types of
participants, the highly achieving (i.e., experts) and the less experienced (i.e., beginners). Due to our
limited time and funding, we were not able to recruit a lager set of participants with more diversity
in their experience (e.g., intermediate data scientists). We are aware that this dichotomous way of
classifying participants may collapse some nuance in both categories — for example, within the
bracket of experts or beginners, there might be differences in experience and expertise. Although
we were able to discover many common patterns using this simple classification, this is a limitation.

In this study, we chose interviewing as our method because we would like to investigate partici-
pants’ motivation, practices, and challenges in knowledge building under a competitive system
in-depth. Due to the nature of our recruitment strategy, all participants were self-selected for
this study, which may threat on the validity of our insights. In addition, while we were able to
inductively identify many prominent themes, we did not study the prevalence of these themes,
nor do we offer causal or statistical evidence on the relationship between participants’ experience
levels and their knowledge building activities. Future research could build on this work to carry
out a quantitative analysis on the user profile and public contributions (e.g., notebooks, discussion
posts) in Kaggle, testing if our qualitative insights hold in a larger scale.
Last, but not least, our study focuses on a single platform, Kaggle Competition. While Kaggle

is the most prominent and frequently used online data science contest platform, other smaller
examples exist and should be considered in future research. Our work is further constrained in that
we closely invested how specific competitive design on Kaggle (prizes, medals and rankings) affect
the usage of specific knowledge building affordances (notebook and discussion forum). Future work
should explore whether similar patterns exist in many of other competitive systems with different
implementations of competitive and knowledge building features.

9 CONCLUSION
In this study, we interviewed 14 participants of Kaggle Competitions, and produced new knowledge
on how expert and beginner participants consume and contribute to community knowledge under a
competitive system. We found that although experts and beginners appreciate each other’s contribu-
tion to community knowledge, competitive mechanisms impact experts and beginners’ knowledge
building behaviors very differently. Experts contribute to shared knowledge in order to build
reputation in their own niche, and often produce knowledge artifacts that are not comprehensible
or directly usable by beginners. Beginners struggle with vulnerable self-images and low visibility
resulting from competitive mechanisms, so they rarely share their ideas and solutions. Based on the
framework of Knowledge Building Community, we discussed how competitive mechanisms can en-
hance symmetric knowledge advancement among experts, while negatively impacting knowledge
democratization, knowledge building discourse, and idea diversity when introduced in a community.
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Our findings provide implications for effectively implementing competitive mechanisms that could
benefit both expert and beginner participants in future knowledge building systems.
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